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 . First look of Ravi Kishan on his new movie "The New Intrigue". With the reference to his previous movie "Abhishek And
Son". "The New Intrigue" features Akshay Kumar and Asin Thottumkal. Plot Akshay is a wise and understanding young man
who is popular among the people. All the girls are in love with him and he loves the girls too. He is also a very professional

person who is respected by all his friends. His life is at peace when his friend Veer Prasad's daughter Pooja comes to him and
informs that her boyfriend's entire family is in big trouble. They are struggling to save their family by paying huge amounts of
money. Pooja and Akshay have an understanding and they solve the problem by thinking differently. Cast Akshay Kumar as

Akshay Asin Thottumkal as Pooja Eijaz Khan as Veer Prasad Rajpal Yadav as Jeet Preeti Sood as Janak Devi Mrinalini Sharma
as Mrs. Devi Sudhir Pandey as Mahesh Ajay Devgan as Kishan Mouni Roy as Pooja Mouni Roy as Pooja, the leading actress

Production The crew of the film is in a permanent dialogue with their actors, mainly because of the fact that the film's release is
nearing. For example, Akhilesh had to shed off a kilo in his weight before a specific action sequence was shot. Kishan had to go
through three months of intense training for his character and was given training in jodhpuri language, swordsmanship and horse
riding. His initial training was to go with the actor in the field and imitate his own walk. For every action sequence, the director,
Eijaz Khan, will tell his actors to imitate the motions of the animals. The shooting of the film started in mid-2011 and continued
until mid-2014. The film was shot in different parts of India including Mumbai, Hyderabad, Bangalore, Ahmedabad, etc. Music

Music of the film was given by Anu Malik. References External links Category:Indian films Category:2015 films
Category:2010s Hindi-language films Category:Films scored by Anu Malik Category:Films shot in Bangalore Category
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